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Tips and Tricks: What To Do When Your Car Gets Stuck 

Swetha Shankar 
Minnesotan winter brings lots of     

excitement with Starbucks’ Peppermint    
Frappuccino, sledding at Powder Ridge,     
and snowball fights. But with the winter       
comes the many dangers of driving on       
an icy and snowy road, especially when       
a snowstorm hits.  

Many drivers end up getting stuck      
or in a ditch due to these conditions.        
However, when that time comes, they are       
often unprepared on what to do. Here are        
some tips to help you be safe when this         
happens to you. 

Have the right tires for the right       
condition Since we live somewhere where      
storms can bring a foot or two of snow at          
once, you should definitely be running      
snow tires, not all-season tires. In addition       
to this, make sure you have enough air        
pressure and your tire tread is in the proper         
condition. 

Keep a Snow Shovel in Your Car       
Not only will this come in handy for you to          
clear snow around your tires, but you may        
also be a hero to those who are caught         
unprepared. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Know The Proper Steps for     

Getting Your Car Out First, you should       
try to clear the area around your car as         
much as you can. Put your vehicle in the         
lowest gear, slowly back up, then put it in         
forward and apply a little gas. This can        
tamp down loose snow and maybe give you        
enough traction to get out. If you hear any         
tire spinning, take your foot off the gas        
immediately. 

If your vehicle did not move at all        
or a tire is spinning, try braking while at         
the same time that you’re giving a little        
gas. Do not try this braking method for        
more than a few seconds as it can overheat         
your brakes which can compromise braking      
until they have cooled down. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

If you are still spinning, you can put        
something on the ground to add traction       
that will not damage your tires, such as        
kitty litter or sand.  

Be Prepared Once Your Car     
Does Get Free If you are in forward        
gear, do not stop right away but drive        
somewhere you can see there is less       
snow and you can safely stop. If you are         
in reverse, keep backing up for a few        
yards, then take your foot off the gas.        
The snow will stop you.  

Next, put it in low gear and       
gently accelerate forward in the tracks      
you have made, just fast enough to       
break through where you were stuck.      
Once you are unstuck from the snow,       
re-engage your traction control system. 

If you have tried everything and      
nothing works, your best bet is to call        
your car insurance company to get a       
licensed tow truck company to help you       
get your car out. Some examples of       
local tow truck companies include All      
Care Towing, Andy’s Towing, and     
Jerry’s Towing. 

Have fun spending time outside     
this Minnesota winter, and do not forget       
these helpful tricks to make your driving       
more safe! 

 



Advice 
Things To Do Over Winter Break 

Megan Maiers 
 
 

During winter break, it can be easy       
to fall into an endless cycle of waking up         
late, spending an entire day watching      
movies, and going to bed after a seemingly        
unproductive day. With just a few simple       
ideas, hopefully your winter break will be       
full of fun! 

For a more relaxed type of day,       
watching a Christmas movie while drinking      
hot chocolate under a cozy blanket may       
seem like the go-to idea, but reading a book         
or putting together a puzzle can be a fun         
alternative that is just as relaxing and       
festive.  

During the school year, it can be       
difficult to find time to curl up and read a          
good book, and we can all forget what it’s         
like to really enjoy a book. Piecing together        

a puzzle is satisfying and can calm down        
nerves while getting you in the holiday       
mood with a themed puzzle. If a blanket        
still seems irresistible, creating a blanket      
fort in your living room can create a  

When you want to hang out with       
friends but also partake in a winter festivity,        
the options are endless. Making classic      
desserts such as hot chocolate, cookies, or a        
pie can be delicious and enjoyable. When in        
the craftier mood, painting a winter scene       
can be a challenging pastime. To combine       
the creativity and baking, creating a      
gingerbread house is an excellent winter      
activity to do with friends over winter       
break.  

On the days when the weather      
isn’t unbearable, going outside to build a       

snowman or making a snow angel add       
fun unto seemingly bleak days. On those       
days, you can also make an igloo or do         
other outdoor activities like ice skating,      
sledding, skiing, snowboarding,   
snowmobiling, or having a snowball     
fight.  

These all make a day memorable      
and feel more productive. Of course,      
with December comes Christmas and     
shopping. Over the break, shopping for      
gifts to give out can be fun with friends         
or family. Shopping may be hectic, but it        
can also be entertaining to see all of the         
crazy ugly sweaters and buy gifts at a        
discounted price.  

 

  

Caption: Fun times outside enjoying the 

weather with winter festivities 

 



City Events 
Holiday Train 

Katie Hinkemeyer and Taylor Payne 
 
 

In the 14 degree weather of      
Kimball, Minnesota, individuals   
gathered around with boots, coats,     
hats, gloves, and an excited attitude.      
Were these people gathering for a      
concert, sale, or ride at an amusement       
park? No. They were gathered to see       
a train- something only Minnesotans     
would do at 9:00pm on a Thursday       
night in December.  

This wasn’t just any    
train, however, this was the holiday      
train. Decked with thousands of LED      
lights and holiday designs, the train      
was expected to slow to a stop and        
reveal a performing act for eager      
watchers. The Holiday Train annually     
travels through the Canadian Pacific     
Railway, passing through cities such     
as: Alexandria, Kimball, and Buffalo,     
in Minnesota. There are also stops in       
Quebec, Ontario, New York state,     
Wisconsin, Iowa, and North Dakota,     
among others. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

At promptly 8:55pm, the gate     
signaling an upcoming train dropped.     
Everyone directed their attention    
towards a light, growing slowly in the       
distance. Cameras were raised, cheers     
were announced, and the anticipation     
was more palpable than ever before. All       
Aboard! 

Sadly, this was not the holiday      
train everyone gathered for. It was just       
a regular crude oil carrier, passing      
through. However, in true Minnesotan     
fashion, the crowd stayed put. This      
would not be the end of the night!  

After a half hour of waiting in       
the bitter cold, spirits were slowly and       
steadily dropping, along with the     
temperature. As people started to retreat      
to their cars in utter defeat, a whistle        
sounded from the distance- a call of       
hope. The Holiday Train was on its       
way! As it rounded the corner,      
spectators cheered louder than ever     
before.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Excited faces, awash with     
colors of green, blue, and red, watched       
wide-eyed, as cars designed with trees,      
presents, and “Canadian Pacific    
Holiday Train” passed by. The train      
slowly made its way to a stop, where a         
stage dropped down from the middle      
car, and the opening act began its       
performance.  

The Holiday Train is an exciting      
part of December for Minnesotans. If      
on-lookers don’t mind the cold, it is       
recommended to come to the nearest      
location and watch the decorated train      
pass through with live music.  

The train, unfortunately, has    
moved on from Minnesota and is      
currently in different states nearby. If      
you didn’t get the chance to see it this         
year, come down in 2020, where the       
train awaits! 

 
 



World Events 
 

 
 
Though it feels as if winter      

has already begun and is now going       
strong, what with the below-freezing     
temperatures, technically winter   
begins on the winter solstice,     
December 21st at 10:21 pm this year.       
Winter solstice is when the Earth’s      
northern hemisphere is most tilted     
away from the sun.  

As a result of this, the sun’s       
arc in the sky is at its lowest.        
Additionally, shadows at noon are     
the longest on this day, and it is the         
longest night and shortest day of the       
year (from here, daylight increases     
until the summer solstice). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
This last characteristic of the     

winter solstice has influenced many     
solstice traditions around the world,     
most involving feasts and celebrations     
of the sun’s return. In ancient times,       
Romans celebrated Saturnalia with    
games, gift-giving, and food.  

Originating in ancient times, Inti     
Raymi is celebrated in Peru with feasts       
and sacrifices to honor the sun god.       
Additionally, Yalda is celebrated in Iran      
as a symbol of good’s emergence over       
evil and the birth of their sun god,        
Mithra, traditionally.  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Observances of Yalda include    

special foods and staying awake to see       
the sunrise. St. Lucia’s day, too,      
though it celebrates a Christian saint, is       
influenced by Norse observances of     
the winter solstice. It is a festival of        
light that includes lighting candles and      
fires to ward off the evils of the night.  

Lastly, many people spend    
winter solstice at Stonehenge where     
they join in singing and dancing while       
waiting for the sunrise when the sun       
shines through two of the pillars.  

Come December 21st, whether    
your solstice includes a celebration     
such as those mentioned above or just       
anticipation of more daylight to come,      
Happy Winter Solstice! 

 
 
 
 

 
Caption: Winter Landscape 



Holiday 
Cheap Christmas Gift Ideas 

Grade Roeder and Anna Steman 

 
 

Once again, it is the holiday      
season. This means Christmas trees,     
holiday cooking, and gifts for a      
large number of people across     
America. Most people have    
experienced the awkward moment    
when you receive a gift you never       
really wanted or needed.  

While someone may have    
good intentions while buying a gift,      
it may not always be what the other        
person envisions a gift they may      
like and use. Here are five gift ideas        
that will be sure to blow the       
recipient away (most of the time). 

Fuzzy Socks While younger    
children may not squeal at the site of        
socks on Christmas morning, soft socks      
are an affordable gift that adults and       
teens will love.  

Almost everyone enjoys being    
comfy and warm, and with winter      
months having no near end, fuzzy socks       
are a great gift to give. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Coffee Mug Although it     
might seem slightly tacky, coffee is the       
most popular drink in the world. About       
450 million cups of coffee are      
consumed in the US every single day.  

A cute coffee mug can be a fun        
gift, while still keeping it cheap. Even       
personalizing a mug can make the gift       
a little more personal and an almost       
guaranteed to be a success (make sure       
your recipient likes coffee in the first       
place!). 

Video Games One of the more      
expensive options on this list, video      
games are a great idea for Christmas       
gift-giving.  

Whether it is gifting your     
friend the newest Call of Duty or your        
giving you brother his latest obsession,      
video games will be sure to excite the        
right person.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Candles Everyone loves   
walking into a room and being      
blissfully surprised by wonderful    
aromas that encompass it.  

Candles are the perfect gift for      
any self-care guru, middle-aged mom,     
or anyone else that loves good smells       
(who doesn’t?). 

Facemasks/Chapstick 
Minnesota is one of the coldest places       
in the United States during winter.      
With that comes the dreaded dry skin       
and lips galore. To solve these      
problems, chapstick and good skincare     
is necessary.  

There is an abundance of     
options when it comes to these types of        
gifts, even cute gift packs to appeal to        
the aesthetic of gift-giving.  

This is the perfect gift for your        
fellow teenage friends or even relatives      
that love a good facemask! 

 
 



 

City Events 
Best Places To See Christmas Lights in Saint Cloud 

    Megan and Taylor Maiers 

Winter can be a great time to       
go look at Christmas lights, but who       
wants to waste time looking for all of        
the houses with pretty lights? Luckily,      
here are some places to see the best        
lights near St. Cloud. 

If you desire to see lit up trees        
with scenes of a manger in beautiful       
colors, the lights at 2190 246th St., St        
Cloud are a must-see. Although they      
are in St. Augusta, these gorgeous      
lights will be worth the trip.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Some houses are even tuned to      
the radio, so you can enjoy some music        
as you pleasantly watch the Christmas      
lights.  

At 802 Morningside Loop in St.      
Joseph, you can tune into 96.5 to listen        
to music and experience something     
truly festive.  

This year, it even has a      
programmed feature from the new     
movie Frozen 2. This brings in the       
favorite song “Into the Unknown” from      
the movie, and it is sure to dazzle        
children and adults alike! 

  

 

Caption: 2190 246th St., St Cloud Light       
Display 

  

 

At 1112 23rd Avenue North, St      
Cloud, a spectacular display of lights      
features glistening lights that also has      
music.  

However, this light show is only      
on from 5 pm to 9 pm Monday through         
Thursday and from 5 pm to 10 pm        
Friday through Sunday, so you may      
have to plan timing around this cool       
light show. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Recipe 

Holiday Cookies 

Grace Hennen 
On the first day of Christmas my       

true love gave to me... the best holiday        
cookie recipes ever! One of the best parts        
of the holidays are the amazing cookies       
that everyone makes. Whether it's     
gingerbread or sugar cookies, everyone     
loves a good cookie! So here are two of         
my all time favorite holiday cookie      
recipes. 

The first one is Gingerbread     
Cookie Sandwiches. For this recipe you      
will need, 2 1/2 c. all-purpose flour, 2 1/2         
tsp. ground ginger, 1 1/2 tsp, cinnamon,       
1/2 tsp. ground nutmeg , 1/2 tsp. baking        
soda, 1/4 tsp. ground cloves, 1/4 tsp.       
kosher salt , 1/2 c. (1 stick) unsalted        
butter, at room temp., 1/2 c. firmly       
packed dark brown sugar, 1 large egg,       
1/4 c. molasses and, 1 1/2 tsp. pure        
vanilla extract.  

For the frosting you will need 1/2       
c. (1 stick) unsalted butter, at room temp,        
1/3 c. confectioners' sugar, salt, and 4 oz.        
milk chocolate, melted and cooled to      
room temp. To start, in a large bowl,        
whisk together flour, ginger, cinnamon,     
nutmeg, baking soda, cloves and salt.      
Using an electric mixer, beat the butter       
and brown sugar in a large bowl until        
light and fluffy, about 3 minutes.  

Beat in egg, molasses and     
vanilla. Reduce the mixer speed to low       
and gradually add flour mixture, mixing      
until just incorporated (the dough will be       
soft). Divide the dough into portions and       
roll each between 2 sheets parchment      
paper to 1/8 in. thick. Refrigerate until       
firm, at least 30 minutes or wrap and        
refrigerate for up to 1 week. Heat oven to         
350°F. Line a baking sheet with      
parchment paper.  

Using floured 3-inch hexagon    
cookie cutters, cut out cookies. Place on       
prepared sheets. Reroll, chill and cut      
scraps. Bake, rotating positions of baking      
sheets halfway through, until cookies are      
light golden brown around edges, 10 to 12        
min. Let cool on sheets for 5 minutes        
before transferring to wire racks to cool       
completely.  

cool completely.  
Meanwhile, make chocolate   

frosting: Using an electric mixer, beat      
butter, sugar, and pinch salt on medium       
until light and fluffy. Reduce speed to low        
and add melted chocolate, beating to      
combine. Decorate half of the ginger      
cookies with royal icing, sanding sugar,      
and dragees, as desired. Spread chocolate      
frosting on remaining cookie halves and      
sandwich with decorated halves. 

The next cookie is Traditional     
Cutouts. For this you will need, 2 1/4 c.         
all-purpose flour, 1 tsp. baking powder, 1/2       
tsp. baking soda, 3/4 c. butter, 3/4 c. sugar,         
1/2 tsp. salt, 1 large egg yolk, 2 tbsp. light          
corn syrup, 1 1/2 tsp. vanilla extract, and        
1/2 tsp. almond extract. To start this recipe,        
preheat oven to 375 degrees F. In a medium         
bowl, whisk flour, baking powder and      
baking soda; set aside.  

With mixer on medium high speed,      
beat butter, sugar and salt until creamy;       
beat in egg yolk, corn syrup and extracts.        
With mixer on medium-low speed, beat in       
flour mixture until just combined. On large       
sheet of parchment paper, lightly flour half       
of dough. Roll to 1/4-inch thickness. Using       
2-inch cookie cutters, cut shapes into      
dough; gently remove excess dough from      
around cutters.  

Slide parchment with cookies onto     
cookie sheet; place in freezer. Reroll      

scraps once on another sheet of      
parchment, then cut shapes; to same sheet       
in freezer, add cookies. Freeze until stiff,       
about 30 minutes. Arrange cookies 2      
inches apart on 1 sheet parchment; place       
on cookie sheet.  

Bake 10 to 12 minutes or until       
golden around edges. Slide parchment     
with baked cookies onto a wire rack; cool        
completely. With remaining dough, repeat     
rolling, baking and cooling. Decorate     
cooled cookies with frosting as desired      
and enjoy! 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

  
 

 
 


